How to Use the Calendar
A Martian Year Each page of the calendar has a diagram showing the relative position of
Earth and Mars on the first day of the month. Mars is farther from the Sun compared with
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Earth, so it takes Mars longer to complete one orbit and its year is longer than an Earth year. A
Mars year is 687 Earth days long - almost two Earth years. This calendar covers one Martian

Cover An elongated crater called
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Spirit of St. Louis, with a rock spire in
it, dominates this scene from
Opportunity's Pancam. The
crater—about 110 feet (34 meters) long
and about 80 feet (24 meters)
wide—has a floor slightly darker than
the surrounding terrain. The rocky
features toward the far end of the crater
is about 7 to 10 feet (2 to 3 meters) tall,
rising higher than the crater's rim.
Opportunity itself is overlain and scaled
to its surroundings.

A Martian Day Mars rotates on its axis similarly to Earth, but a little more slowly, so a Mars
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day is a little longer than an Earth day. The Mars day, which we call a “sol,” takes 24 hours,
39-1/2 minutes. The red and blue numbers in the calendar squares indicate how many sols
have passed since Opportunity (designated “B” and shown in red type) and NASA’s other
operating rover, Curiosity (“C” in blue type) landed on Mars (Spirit had the “A” designation

Ls=263.5o
B3889
C855

while she was in operation). Those dates were January 25, 2004, for Opportunity and August
6th, 2012 for Curiosity. For example, on January 1, 2015, the numbers B3889 and C855 mean
that this date marks the 3889th sol that MER-B (technical name for Opportunity) has spent on
Mars and the 855th sol for Curiosity. You will notice that because a sol is slightly longer than a
day, about every 36 days, the calendar skips an Earth day in counting the sols for each of the
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rovers. This way, the days and sols can stay synchronized on the calendar.

The component images of this mosaic
view were acquired with Opportunity's
panoramic camera (Pancam) on Sols
3,973 and 3,974 (March 29 and 30,
2015). NASA/JPL-Caltech/Cornell
Univ./Arizona State Univ. 3D
rendering of Opportunity:
NASA/JPL-Caltech/Dan Maas
Spirit landed in Gusev crater on January
4, 2004. Opportunity landed at Eagle
crater on Meridiani Planum January
25, 2004. The rovers were originally
planned to operate for 90 Martian days
(called sols). They have surprised even
their designers with their longevity and
accomplishments. Spirit lasted for over
six years and 2017 marks the thirteenth
anniversary of Opportunity's continuing
exploration on the surface of Mars.

year and two Earth years.

Day of Year The number in the top right corner of each calendar square is the consecutive
day of year (DOY) number, commonly used in space mission operations as a shorthand way of
giving the date.
DSN Week Number This number helps all operating deep space missions schedule use of
Earth-based antennas in the Deep Space Network (DSN). DSN week 1 begins on the first
Monday of the calendar year and is numbered sequentially to the end of the year.

Mars Seasons Mars solar longitude (the Ls number on the first day of each month in the
calendar) determines seasons on Mars. As Mars travels around the Sun through 360o, it
experiences seasons just as Earth does.

Northern Spring/Southern Autumn
Ls=0o
Northern
Winter/
Southern
Summer
Ls=270o

Visit mars.jpl.nasa.gov

Northern Autumn/
Southern Spring
Ls=180o

Northern Summer/
Southern Winter
Ls=90o

ROVER INSTRUMENTS
Spirit and Opportunity

Navigation cameras

Opportunity has six science instruments, along with six
engineering cameras.
Remote Sensing Instruments
Panoramic Camera (Pancam) - Creates high-resolution
color images with a stereoscopic camera pair that can
rotate in a complete circle and look straight up and down.
Miniature Thermal Emission Spectrometer
(Mini-TES) - Analyzes infrared light to identify
rock-forming minerals; measures the heat-holding
properties (thermal inertia) of rocks and soils; measures
atmospheric temperatures from the surface to 10
kilometers (6.2 miles) in altitude. (No longer operational)
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Contact Science Instruments
Rock Abrasion Tool (RAT) - Brushes and grinds rocks
to clean away dust and other surface deposits so the
spectrometers can analyze their composition.

Magnet array
(forward)

Alpha Particle X-ray Spectrometer (APXS) - Measures
the chemical composition of Martian rocks and soils.
Mössbauer Spectrometer (MB) - Measures
iron-bearing minerology of rocks and soil.
(No longer operational)
Microscopic Imager (MI) - Provides high-resolution
images of the small-scale features of Martian rocks and
soils.
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Front (2) and rear (2) Hazard
Avoidance Cameras (not shown)

